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INTRODUCTION 
Richard Wright searched for a more meaningful way of life 
from early childhood until his death in 1960. He admired 
certain literary personalities and embraced certain ideological 
doctrines which kept his thinking in a constant state of flux. 
His thirst for knowledge and his interest in literature 
intensified when he first heard the story of Blue Beard when 
he was a young boy.-*- His desire for an ideology that he, a 
black man, could embrace, led him to join the Communist Party 
of the United States.2 
Wright's affiliations with the Communist Party began 
sometime in 1932 and extended to the early 1940's. When one 
considers the fact that this period coincides with Wright's 
days of desperate poverty in Chicago when he was eager for 
both a decent meal and a medium for becoming a published 
writer, and ends shortly after he became an established writer 
and a financial success due to the popularity of his best 
seller, Native Son, there is reason to suspect that he joined 
the party primarily for practical rather than theoretical 
^-Richard Wright, Black Boy (New York: Harper & Row, 1945) , 
p. 48. 
2Richard Wright, "I Tried to Be a Communist," in The God 
That Failed, ed. by Richard Crossman (New York: Harper & Bros., 
1949), p. 118. 
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reasons. It was during this period that the communist 
magazine Left Front, which encouraged young unknown writers, 
was being published.1 
However, there are strong evidences of both Marxism and 
Stalinism in Wright's early fiction. During the 1930's the 
American Communist Party was embarking on an all-out effort 
to expose the exploitative and violent nature of capitalism, 
to unify the black masses against their capitalist oppressors 
and to recruit members from the black community in order to 
increase Communist Party rolls. All of these elements may be 
found in the major fiction written by Wright during the late 
thirties, beginning with Lawd Today and culminating with 
Native Son in the early 1940's. 
The problem of this study then, is to determine the 
extent to which Richard Wright expressed the policies of the 
Communist Party during the time in which he was associated 
with it, and to illustrate Wright's point of view as far as 
these policies are concerned. Although the program of the 
Party during the 1930's was extensive and the various activi¬ 
ties being conducted were many, only those found recurring 
frequently in Wright's work will be examined. 
In order for the student of literature to understand the 
influences on Richard Wright, a study of this kind is important. 
Michel Fabre, The Lonely Quest of Richard Wright (New 
York: William Morrow & Company, 1973), p. 102. 
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Marxism was one of the major influences for Wright during the 
earlier part of his career and was not totally abandoned in 
his later life. 
The method employed will be, first, to give some back¬ 
ground of Wright's involvement with the Party indicating both 
his interest or lack of interest in ideology and organizational 
task. Next a brief account of Communist Party ideologies 
and practices being sanctioned during the 1930's as seen in 
Wright's work will be discussed. With this information at 
hand, Wright's major fiction beginning with Lawd Today, (which 
was written sometime during the 1930's, although published 
posthumously), a collection of five short stories, Uncle Tom's 
Children, a short story written in 1937 and later published 
in Eight Men called "The Man Who Saw the Flood", and Wright's 
final publication of the decade, Native Son, will be explored 
in the light of Communist ideology and practice. In order to 
obtain other opinions and ideas about Wright's fiction, 
criticism from a few periodicals will be examined. 
CHAPTER I 
WRIGHT AND COMMUNISM 
Richard Wright began his association with the Communist 
Party in 1932.-*- During the next ten years of his life, until 
1942, Wright became a recognized member of this leftist 
organization. The association was not always a congenial one, 
for there were often differences of opinion relating to ideas 
and duties. The relationship began when Wright was literally 
hungry and destitute and ended after he had achieved national 
recognition and a substantial income independent of party 
efforts. Wright was never able to adapt to Party authority, 
but until the end of his life found a common bond between 
his and the Communist ideology. 
The year 1932 found Richard Wright in Chicago. He had 
come from Mississippi by way of Memphis, Tennessee. His 
memories of the South were mostly unhappy ones and the North 
appeared prepared to issue the same fate. At twenty-four, he 
was supporting his invalid mother and brother with an income 
that was hardly enough to support himself. However, his dream 
of becoming a writer was an enormous force within him. His 
Iconstance Webb, Richard Wright (New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1968), p. 122. 
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friends urged him to attend meetings of the John Reed Club, 
an organization "for those interested in literature and the 
plastic arts." Wright was told that attending these meetings 
"might help him on his way to becoming a writer."'*' 
Unlike most other organizations in America, the Communist 
Party had decided that Black men were vital to the welfare 
of the American Communist Party. The Communists felt that 
unrest among Negroes in this country could definitely be an 
advantage to the Party. 
The Communists believed that Negroes in the United 
States could be trained to assume an important role, 
not only in the proletarian revolution of the 
United States, but in the national liberation 
struggles of the backward imperialist colonies as 
well.2 
Therefore, Blacks were to be fully accepted as equals among 
Party members and any attempt at even subtle prejudice was 
looked down upon by the Party.^ 
This accounts for the warm welcome that Wright received 
when he first attended a meeting of the John Reed Club. 
Wright, unaccustomed to such treatment from whites, was, at 
the same time, elated and dubious of the reception given him.^ 
^Fabre, p. 102. 
^Wilson Record, The Negro and the Communist Party (New 
York: Atheneum, 1971), p. 22. 
^Ibid. , p. 23. 
^Richard Wright, "I Tried to Be a Communist", in The God 
That Failed, ed. by Richard Crossman (New York: Harper & 
Bros., 1949), p. 122. 
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These people did not think that his ambition to become a 
writer was foolish, but instead, gave him the opportunity and 
encouragement he had long awaited. 
Wright was excited about working with Left Front Magazine 
and immediately wrote two poems which were accepted for 
publication.-*- He was confident he could serve the Party well 
as a writer and after sitting through several meetings of the 
Club and listening to their future plans Wright later re¬ 
called ... "I was convinced and my response was to set 
2 
myself the task of making Negroes know what Communists were". 
From time to time Party emphasis changed and Wright was 
resentful of any duties other than those related to writing. 
When he was called upon for organizational tasks unrelated 
to artistic creation, he usually refused or consented reluc¬ 
tantly. Once Wright was asked to organize a committee to 
combat the high cost of living. He was terribly angered with 
this interruption of a novel he had started but reluctantly 
obeyed.^ Later, to prove to the Party his determination to 
become a writer and not a Black leader, Wright refused to make 
a trip to Switzerland to a youth conference and then to the 
1Richard Wright, "I Tried to Be a Communist," in The God 
That Failed, ed. by Richard Crossman (New York: Harper & 
Bros., 1949), p. 122. 
2lbid., p. 121. 
-^Webb, p. 136. 
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Soviet Union to study.1 Because of his frequent refusals to 
cooperate, Wright was the target of several verbal attacks 
by fellow comrades who distrusted him. He was called a 
Trotskyite, a bastard intellectual and a smuggler of reaction.2 
On one occasion, he was deeply humiliated. At a meeting 
in New York City, the Party was unable to find lodging accom¬ 
modations among its members for him solely because of his 
race. This organization that stood for the uniting of all 
men of all races could not find a black man a bed among them. 
Wright says of this experience 
I stood on the sidewalks of New York with a black 
skin and practically no money, absorbed, not with 
the burning questions of the Left-Wing literary 
movement in the United States, but with the problem 
of how to get a bath. I presented my credentials 
at Carnegie Hall. The building was jammed with 
people. As I listened to the militant speeches, I 
found myself wondering why in hell I had come.3 
These obstacles were not enough to force Wright from the 
Party. His best chances of writing were still through 
Communist media. 
Until the latter part of the thirties, Wright had been 
forced to depend upon Communist Party magazines and newspapers 
for publication of his work. But, through the Federal Writers 
^ebb, p. 137. 
2Webb, p. 135. 
2Wright, "I Tried to Be a Communist,", p. 138. 
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Project, Wright had entered his short stories, Uncle Tom's 
Children, in a contest sponsored by Story magazine. "Fire 
and Cloud" won the $500.00 prize, but more importantly, the 
name, Richard Wright, became known to New York City's 
numerous publishing houses.1 
This was the beginning of Wright's success story. In 
1940, his novel, Native Son, was published by Harper and 
Brothers and became a success. The royalties realized from 
the success of this book made Wright, for the first time in 
his life, financially independent. He no longer needed the 
Communist Party for writing purposes. 
Although Wright's earlier years with the Party had been 
tainted by his refusal to accept organizational duties 
instead of those pertaining to writing, the later years had 
found him unwilling to support the changing policies of the 
Communist Party. The energies of the Party were being 
directed against the spread of Fascism. The Negro problem in 
America was being pushed further and further into the back¬ 
ground. While Wright was unsure of his stand on blacks 
participating in World War II, the Party was all for their 
participation.^ The Communists opposed A. Philip Randolph's 
march on Washington while Wright fully supported it. The 
1Fabre, p. 166. 
^Fabre, p. 238. 
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Party decided to withhold its support from court cases 
charging government discrimination and for Wright this was 
the last straw.1 He could no longer belong to an organiza¬ 
tion that did not hold the welfare of his oppressed race 
as one of its foremost priorities. In 1942, Wright quietly 
withdrew from the Party.2 
Although Wright left the Communist Party, he did not 
abandon his Marxist point of view. 
He was merely forced to admit that the socialism 
practiced by the American Communist Party did not 
give enough attention to the fight against racism 
and the development of the individual.3 
Wright leaned heavily on Communist dogma in the literature 
that he wrote during the 1930's. He wrote about people who 
suffered because of the exploitation of capitalistic America. 
He wrote about people who suffered because of the lack of 
unity in the black community. He also wrote of the problems 
of organizing protest groups in the South uniting both blacks 
and whites. He also touched on the questions of black 
nationalism as a way out from under the oppression black 
people suffered. These were all programs being attempted by 
the Communists during the thirties. 
■*-Fabre, p. 241. 
2Fabre, p. 424. 
2Fabre, p. 243. 
CHAPTER II 
COMMUNIST PARTY ACTIVITIES DURING THE THIRTIES 
The Communist Party was attempting to conduct various 
activities during the 1930's. Some of these activities are 
reflected in Richard Wright's fiction and some are not. Some 
guidelines were handed down by the Party for writers to 
follow. Some of these were adhered to by Wright, others were 
ignored. Wright seemed to be interested in those programs 
that affected black people in some way and these were the 
ones he wrote about. His interest lay in shaping people's 
feelings; awakening their hearts-*- through writing. Wright 
wrote about the one thing he knew most about ... poverty as 
a result of capitalism. He also wrote about the need for 
black people to unite against their capitalist oppressors, 
recruiting more blacks as members of the Party, and the 
possibility of black people pursuing a culture of their own. 
During the 1930's the Communist Party requested its 
writers to expose vividly the conditions of the working class 
under capitalism. Specifically, writers were instructed "to 
create literature dealing with the struggle of the Negro 
^Wright, "I Tried to Be a Communist," p. 146. 
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masses".1 Earlier, Marx and Engels had already set down the 
characteristics of the capitalistic society. They declared 
that poverty would eventually envelop the lower classes and 
that the bourgeoisie would find itself incapable of providing 
for them. Further, the bourgeoisie 
. . . is unfit to rule because it is incompetent to 
provide security for its slaves even within the 
confines of their slavish existence; because it has 
no option but to let them lapse into a condition in 
which it has to feed them instead of being fed by 
them. ^ 
Of the violent nature of capitalism, Marx and Engels said that 
the struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat would 
eventually take "the form of riots".^ As the proletariat 
began to rise up and take note of itself, it would strike out 
at its oppressors. Finally, Marx and Engels stated that the 
capitalist system destroyed family life.^ For Wright this 
was a truism in his own life and one which he clearly depicted 
in Lawd Today, "Down By the Riverside", "Long Black Song", 
and Native Son. 
The Communist Party attempted to unite the Black masses 
in an attempt to add to their group adequate support needed 
Record, p. 112. 
^Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, "The Communist Manifesto" 
(New York: Russell and Russell, 1963), p. 41. 
^Ibid., p. 37. 
^Ibid., p. 48. 
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to carry out successfully the projected revolution by the 
proletariat. The Party tried to make blacks feel welcome by 
requiring all members to treat blacks as equals. Blacks were 
encouraged to unite not only with other blacks but with 
whites as well. Wright's fiction encourages blacks to work 
with each other but also mentions working with and trusting 
whites as well. 
Bewildered by low membership statistics, the Party made 
renewed efforts during the 1930's to increase its Black 
enrollment. Agitators and organizers were sent to the South 
where the bulk of black people made their homes. In the 
North, black workers were encouraged to join unions. Several 
aspects of the Communist strategy appealed to the black 
people. Unlike the Socialist Party which adhered to Jim Crow 
traditions by maintaining separate locals in the South, the 
Communist Party branches in the South were fully integrated.1 
Although Blacks were naturally suspicious of whites , 
they could appreciate whites who came to the South for dis¬ 
regarding Jim Crow tactics and for braving possible death 
and certain violence if their objectives became known.^ The 
members who went South to recruit blacks, were often targets 
1Record, p. 211. 
^Howe and Coser, p. 205. 
■^Record, p. 37. 
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of abuse and scorn. Blacks in the South found the attitude 
of the white members a welcome novelty since the whites 
treated them equally and gave them the opportunity to become 
not only members but also Party leaders. 
During its early history, the Communist Party had 
approached the Negro question as being an economic problem. 
That is, that the Negro was not oppressed because he was 
black but because he was on the lower economic scale. With 
this idea in mind the Party asserted that blacks would 
readily adapt to Communist ideology and had made the problem 
of organizing Negroes one of their major aims. 
. . . the Party had placed heavy emphasis on the 
Negro question - they had attempted to develop a 
revolutionary Negro leadership; they supported a 
special Negro press, from which poured a constant 
stream of propaganda. A substantial portion of 
their time and resources was devoted to work among 
Negroes. 
In 1928, the Communist position on the question of 
Negroes was much like that of Marcus Garvey. Garvey, a black 
nationalist, had encouraged racial pride and a move back to 
Africa. The fact that Garvey was so successful in getting a 
large black following led the Communists to change their 
original approach. The program adopted in 1928 by the 
Communists held the view that: 
-'-Record, p. 22. 
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Negroes had a distinct culture of their own; that 
common racial features were the basis for a national 
state; and that Negroes had a "natural area" for the 
location of such a state: in Africa according to 
the Garveyites; in the Black Belt of the United 
States according to the Communists.1 
Whereas the Party had previously looked upon blacks as the 
victims of economic oppression, it now considered blacks as 
victims of racial prejudice. 
The nationalist switch made by the Party in 1928, remained 
a part of the main thrust of the Communists until around 1934. 
This nationalist theory, called the self-determination theory 
was completely dropped in 1941 after Russia was attacked by 
Hitler's armies. The Party had begun placing less effort on 
the issue of Negroes much earlier. Around 1934, the 
Communist International ordered its affiliates to support 
United Front movements to combat fascism. 
The Party was also conducting other activities during the 
1930's some of which are vaguely mentioned by Wright and 
others which are not mentioned at all. Agitation among the 
unemployed for jobs or relief can be cited in "Fire and 
Cloud". Youthful activists are mentioned in "Fire and Cloud" - 
references to Reverend Taylor's son and his friends joining 
the marchers, the young sons of Sue in "Bright and Morning 
Star", and Mary and Jan in Native Son, all young people 
attempting revolution. 
1Record, p. 41. 
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Poor housing is frequently mentioned as Wright relates 
the inferior physical abode of his characters especially in 
Native Son, and "The Man Who Saw the Flood". Unions are 
mentioned but not frequently. 
In patronizing certain artists, the Communist Party 
composed guidelines for particular artists to adhere to. In 
music, drama, art and literature the artists were to work in 
the interest of the Party. For writers 
. . . the specific task was to 'eradicate the 
distorted stereotypes of the Negro people prevalent 
in American literature and drama; to create literature 
dealing with the struggle of the Negro masses for 
liberation; to portray the disintegration of the 
Negro petty bourgeoisie . . . ' 1 
Of the three points mentioned, Wright is guilty of lagging 
in only one - and that is eradicating stereotypes. The 
characters in Uncle Tom's Children are unlike most of those 
of American literature in their bravery and awareness of 
themselves. In Native Son, Bigger's refusal to work and his 
fleeting sexual desire for Mary makes him the lazy black man 
craving white women of traditional stereotypes. However, he 
too is totally aware of himself and the world around him. 
Jake, in Lawd Today, is a typical example of the disintegration 
of the petty bourgeoisie. All of the stories in Uncle Tom's 
Children and "The Man Who Saw the Flood", along with Native 
Son and Lawd Today reflect the struggles of the black people 
1Record, p. 112. 
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as they strive to overcome oppression. However, "Fire and 
Cloud" and "Bright and Morning Star" deal directly with these 
problems as they relate to the Negro and the Communist Party 
in league together. 
The major issues dominating Wright's work are as 
previously stated: exploitation, struggles for unity and 
recruitment of black members. 
CHAPTER III 
THE THEME OF CAPITALIST OPPRESSION 
According to Communist Party doctrine the American 
capitalist system is exploitive by nature. It is character¬ 
ized by violence, poverty, ignorance, and racial prejudice. 
It is also characterized by the oppressed striking out at 
their oppressors. It was the duty then of the Communist 
writers to make this system known to the people through 
their writing. In Richard Wright's fiction of the thirties, 
he exposes the system well. 
In the five stories making up the book entitled, Uncle 
Tom's Children, Wright wrote in a manner that pleased the 
Party enormously. All of the black people in all of the 
stories are poor and ignorant. All of the stories are 
violent and all five reek with racial prejudice. To further 
please the Communist Party, all of the protagonists are in 
some small way triumphant. Although some were dead at the 
tale's end, they died heroic deaths. 
"Big Boy Leaves Home", tells of a young boy and his 
friends who play hooky from school and go swimming on a white 
man's property. The dialect of the boys indicates their lack 
of education and their temporary daydream, of a larger and 
17 
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better place in which to swim, indicates the poverty of 
blacks in America. The racial prejudice and violence preva¬ 
lent in the South is shown in its most obvious form when the 
son of the white land owner comes out of the woods and, 
without a word, shoots and kills two of Big Boy's companions. 
Wright also gives a vivid picture of mob violence as he 
describes the murder of BoBo who attempts to join Big Boy 
and escape to Chicago. Big Boy had managed to kill the 
white man who had murdered his friends. The mob, excited 
about the capture of the young child, began to dismember his 
body and later tied him to a tree and tarred and feathered 
him, as he screamed in pain. Big Boy witnessed the entire 
episode from his hiding place on a hill above the mob. 
The scream came again. Big Boy trembled and looked. 
The mob was running down the slopes, leaving the 
fire clear. Then he saw a writhing white mass 
cradled in yellow flame, and heard screams, one on 
top of the other, each shriller and shorter than 
the last. The mob was quiet now standing still, 
looking up the slopes at the writhing white mass 
gradually growing black, growing black in a cradle 
of yellow flame.1 
The same violence is found in the next story "Down By the 
Riverside". This is a story of one of the historic Mississip 
pi floods. Even the powerful waters that bring disaster and 
heartbreak cannot bridge the racial gap that the system has 
gorged. Mann is a good and religious husband and father, who 
^Richard Wright, "Big Boy Leaves Home," Uncle Tom's 
Children (New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 49. 
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is plagued by cruel circumstances. Mann is stranded in his 
home with flood waters steadily rising, a pregnant wife, who 
has been in labor for four days, and an empty cupboard. Then, 
to make matters worse, his brother, whom he had sent out for 
a boat, returns home with one that he has stolen. With waters 
steadily rising Mann has no other choice but to leave in the 
stolen boat. Mann takes his family and heads for the Red 
Cross Hospital to get medical attention for his wife. En 
route, he is shot at by a white man who is the real owner of 
the boat. Mann returns the fire and kills his assailant. He 
later arrives at the hospital only to discover that his wife 
is dead. 
Later, after ironically saving the lives of the family of 
the man whom he had killed, Mann is pointed out as a murderer, 
by the man's son. However, Mann is determined not to be 
lynched. He decides that before he will let them lynch him 
he will make them shoot him. He therefore, 
. . . ran among the trees, over the wet ground, 
listening as he ran for the crack of rifles. 
Then came a shot. He heard it hit somewhere. 
Another sang by his head. He felt he was not 
running fast enough; he held his breath and 
ran, ran. He left the hazy trees and ran in 
the open over waves of green. He veered, hearing 
rifles cracking. His right knee folded; he fell, 
rolling over. He scrambled up, limping. His 
eyes caught a whirling glimpse of brown water and 
shouting white boats. Then he was hit again, in 
the shoulder. He was on all fours, crawling to 
the edge of the slope. Bullets hit his side, his 
back, his head. He fell, his face buried in the 
wet, blurred green. He heard the sound of 
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pounding feet growing fainter and felt something 
hot bubbling in his throat; he coughed and then 
suddenly he could feel and hear no more.l 
Mann's decision to be shot rather than lynched makes him 
a hero; dead but still a hero. The hero in the next story 
dies under similar circumstances. The story is "Long Black 
Song" and the hero is Silas, a black landowner who is 
cuckolded by a white man. Silas is poor and ignorant but he 
has worked hard and saved his money to buy his own farm. 
During his absence one day a white student comes along 
selling gramophones and seduces his wife. 
Silas is determined to get revenge. He kills his wife's 
seducer and instead of running waits for the white mob to 
come for him. He tells Sarah that he will fight back. 
Ah'm gonna be hard like they is! So hep me, 
Gawd, Ah'm gonna be hard! When they come fer 
me Ah'm gonna be here! 'N when they git me 
otta here they's gonna know Ah'm gone! Ef 
Gawd let's me live Ah'm gonna make'em feel it. 
True to his word, Silas waits inside his shack for the mob. 
When they arrive, he kills two of the men. They attempt 
to force him out of the house by setting it afire but Silas 
stays inside and dies in the flames without a sound. 
^-Richard Wright, "Down By the Riverside," Uncle Tom's 
Children (New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 102. 
^Richard Wright, "Long Black Song," Uncle Tom's Children 
(New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 105. 
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In trying to survive in a capitalist system, Silas 
figures that the only way to succeed is to be like the white 
folks. So this is what he tries to do. He buys his own 
land instead of hiring himself out, only to find that the 
white man still takes advantage of him by seducing his wife. 
After killing the white man Silas knows that he too will be 
killed and decides that he will make it as hard for the 
whites as he possibly can. 
The next two stories "Fire and Cloud" and "Bright and 
Morning Star" bear the same characteristics of exploitation 
as the first three but are unique in that they actually 
mention the Communist Party. In "Fire and Cloud", Reverend 
Taylor has to choose between being the white man's puppet as 
he has been in the past or of being the true leader of the 
black people. The white people downtown have refused to give 
relief food to the blacks and poor whites. The people have 
also been denied the right to plant any crops. Communist 
organizers have urged the masses to come together and stage a 
mass demonstration but they need the leadership of Reverend 
Taylor. The whites urge Reverend Taylor to tell his people 
not to demonstrate but they do not offer him any food for 
them. When Taylor refuses to cooperate with the whites, he 
is beaten into unconsciousness by them. Then he realizes that 
the whites have used him to get through to his people in the 
past. He decides to lead the demonstration and let the whites 
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do whatever they think they can. The demonstration is 
successful and the people are given food. 
Reverend Taylor is concerned about the fact that white 
people have everything and use black people to get even more. 
He laments : 
How come they make us suffer so? The worls got 
too mucha everything! Yit they bleed us! They 
fatten on us like leeches! There ain no groun 
you kin walk on that they don own!-*- 
Taylor's greatest frustration is that he has been used 
by the white man ... used by them for their own end not con¬ 
sidering him or his people at all. He had always considered 
himself to be in the favor of the white man downtown. Now he 
felt used and humiliated when he discovered that he was just 
an instrument to them — a tool for manipulation of the black 
people he thought he led. Once he faced up to what he had 
been, he was able to pick himself up and lead his people for 
the first time as a hero and not as a coward. This same 
bravery is found in the next story, "Bright and Morning Star." 
"Bright and Morning Star" is a story of a poor black 
woman and her young sons seeking a better way of life through 
Communism. Although the mother, Sue, and her son Johnny-Boy 
show bravery throughout the story the monotony of their meager 
existence is apparent throughout. The meal on the stove 
iRichard Wright, "Fire and Cloud," Uncle Tom's Children 
(New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 167. 
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consisting only of greens, the iron heated on a wood stove, 
and a bed made of corn husks all indicate the poverty in 
which the family lives. 
But as all of the foregoing stories reveal, most people 
usually continue to struggle in life no matter how hard they 
must fight or how little they benefit from their struggles. 
Johnny-Boy is very active in the Party and unlike his mother 
feels that he must trust the people who wish to be members 
both black and white. But he is deceived by one of the members 
and his mother is used to obtain the names of the other 
members of the underground Communist group. 
Violence permeates the tale. Sue is beaten by the town's 
Sheriff and Johnny-Boy is tortured. First, his legs are 
broken with a crowbar. Then his eardrums are busted by a 
racist sheriff who is good at it. "He busted a Jew boy that 
way once!"l remarked one of the onlookers. 
Wright abided by Party guidelines in making heroes of the 
oppressed. These stories exemplify the suffering and hard 
times that the victims of oppression underwent. All five of 
the stories are of brave black people and yet all five reveal 
a sadistic lust for violence by the oppressors. Wright also 
included the poverty and ignorance of people whom he wrote 
about through their dialect and the descriptions of the 
^-Richard Wright, "Bright and Morning Star," Uncle Tom's 
Children (New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 217~. 
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settings in which the characters are found. 
Lawd Today is a novel about the conditions a young man 
finds himself in by trying to put some kind of meaning into 
his life. Actually the man is miserable, hardly has a penny 
in his pocket from one payday to the next, and takes out his 
anxieties on the people around him: his wife, his friends and 
his co-workers. 
The brutality in Lawd Today is a different kind of 
brutality from that seen in Uncle Tom's Children. In Uncle 
Tom's Children racial hatred caused the violence to be 
directed by blacks towards whites or by whites towards blacks. 
In Lawd Today the violence is among blacks only. Jake takes 
out his frustrations on his wife by beating her. His wife, 
in turn, reports him to his job supervisor adding to his 
frustrations by causing him to plead and pay for his job. 
This causes him almost unbearable humiliation and plunges him 
deeper into debt. 
Jake's job at the Post Office helps to build his 
frustrations. It is uninteresting and monotonous. The white 
supervisors give the workers a hard time and the fact that 
there are no better jobs available for blacks adds to Jake's 
misery. In a conversation at the Post Office Jake and his 
friend's feelings are revealed. 
"If white folks could make us buy the air we 
breathe, they would." 
"They always cooking up something to make trouble." 
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"Wonder how they think we1s going to live?" 
"They ain't thinking about that." 
"This is about the best job a black man can get 
and they don't even want us here." 
"It's sure hell when you think about it." 
"And thinking don't help none." 
"Naw, you'll go nuts then."! 
Jake and his friends are aware of their predicament but feel 
that there is no way out. But he could wish for a way out. 
Lawd, if I had my way I'd tear this building down! 
If only there was something he could do to pay the 
white folks back for all they had ever done. Even 
if he lost his own life doing it!2 
Unlike the exploited hero's of Uncle Tom's Children, Jake 
ends up a lonely pathetic creature: still beating his wife, 
drinking too much, and spending too wildly. The protagonist 
of Native Son, however, led a different kind of life although 
one of rebellion against oppression. 
Poverty dominates the first two pages of the novel. 
Bigger Thomas, his mother, brother and sister live in a small 
one room apartment. The only privacy they have is achieved 
by turning heads while either the males or females dress. The 
tiny apartment is also occupied by a rat, coming and going by 
way of a "gaping hole in the molding".3 Although to his 
^"Richard Wright, Lawd Today (New York: Avon, 1963), p. 137. 
2Ibid., p. 148. 
3Richard Wright, Native Son (New York: Harper & Bros., 1940), 
p. 9. 
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family Bigger appeared not to care, he was sensitive to the 
squalor in which his family lived. 
He hated his family because he knew that they were 
suffering and that he was powerless to help them. 
He knew that the moment he allowed himself to feel 
its fullness how they lived, the shame and misery 
of their lives, he would be swept out of himself 
with fear and despair.1 
Bigger had a choice of taking a job as a chauffeur or seeing 
his family cut from the relief list. But, Bigger daydreamed 
of being a pilot, knowing that his dream was vain. His 
friend Gus abruptly brings his dream into the realms of 
reality. He tells Bigger that he could be a pilot, "if you 
wasn't black and if you had some money and if they'd let 
you go to that aviation school, you could fly a plane."2 
Bigger takes the job as chauffeur. 
The violence in Native Son is heinous. According to 
John Reilly, "violence is a personal necessity for the 
oppressed. When life in society consists of humiliation, 
one's only rescue is through rebellion."3 The first act of 
violence by Bigger was toward the rat in his family's apart¬ 
ment. Next is a spat with his friends. The first major act 
of violence is in the brutal murder of his employers' 
daughter. Bigger murders Mary Dalton unintentionally but 
-^•Ibid. , p. 13 
3Ibid., p. 20. 
3Ibid., p. 395. 
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then he murders his mistress whom he is afraid will reveal 
the first murder. 
After Bigger accidentally kills Mary Dalton, his 
employers' daughter, he finds himself in a dilemma as to how 
to discard the body. He tries to put her in the furnace but 
cannot get the entire body in, making it necessary to behead 
her. Wright describes this episode in lurid details. Bigger 
first tried to remove the head by cutting it off with a 
knife. 
Gently, he sawed the blade into the flesh and struck 
a bone. He gritted his teeth and cut harder. But 
the bone made it difficult. ... He waited at the 
bone with the knife. The head hung limply on the 
newspaper, the curly black hair dragging about in 
the blood. He wacked harder, but the head would not 
come off. 
Then just as he was about to panic and run, 
He saw a hatchet. Yes! That would do. . . .He 
got the hatchet, held the head at a slanting angle with 
his left hand and, after pausing in an attitude of 
prayer, sent the blade of the hatchet into the bone 
of the throat with all the strength of his body. The 
head rolled off.1 
Later, Bigger found it necessary to commit still another 
murder. Because he had confessed to his girl, Bessie, the 
murder of Mary he feared that Bessie would tell the police 
and so he decided to kill her, too. 
This second murder was as gory as the first. After talking 




vacant building to hide out with him for a while. When Bessie 
falls asleep, Bigger attempts to kill her by smashing her head 
in with a brick. Just as Mary's head did not come off at 
first, Bessie was not dead with the first blow from the brick. 
Bigger then, 
. . . gripped the brick and shot upward and paused 
a second and then plunged downward through the 
darkness to the accompaniment of a deep short grunt 
from his chest and landed with a thud. . . . There 
was a dull gasp of surprise, then a moan. No, that 
must not bel He lifted the brick again and again 
until in falling it struck a sodden mass that gave 
softly but stoutly to each landing blow. Soon he 
seemed to be striking a wet wad of cotton, of some 
damp substance whose only life was the jarring of 
the brick's impact.^ 
In defending Bigger at his trial, his communist lawyer, 
Max, tries to show that Bigger is a victim of capitalism. 
Mary Dalton's father was the owner of the slums in which 
Bigger Thomas lived. According to Max, Mr. Dalton perpetuated 
a system of exploitation by hoarding these slums for personal 
profit. The conditions under which Bigger lived were largely 
responsible for his attitude toward himself and other people. 
The brutal coldblooded murder of Bessie and Bigger's other 
acts of violence can be repeated by at least twelve million 
black people which the American system has placed under the 
same circumstances as those in which Bigger lived. All of 
these oppressed people hoard the same hate and are capable of 
-*~Ibid. , p. 222. 
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venting this hate in a most viscious and heinous way. 
Tom, the father in "The Man Who Saw the Flood", exempli¬ 
fies the bare existence of many black farmers in the South 
who try to support their families but cannot. It seems that 
nature and the system are against him. Tom returns home 
after flood waters have receded only to find that most of 
his possessions have been washed away. His crops are a total 
loss, and the house remaining is covered with mud. Now he 
must go deeper in debt with the white man to whom he already 
owes a large sum of money. If he tries to leave, the white 
man will have him arrested and if he stays all he has to look 
forward to is starting all over again only further behind 
than before. 
Wright conformed to the demands of the Party by giving 
a realistic and credible portrayal of the seamy side of 
American life experienced by the vast majority of Blacks 
during the thirties. As victims of a capitalist country, 
these people suffered from ignorance, poverty, racial preju¬ 
dice and brutality. Also conforming to Communist standards, 
Wright gave his characters awareness and bravery in the face 
of their exploitation. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE THEME OF BLACK UNITY 
During the 1930's an attempt was being made by the 
Communist Party to unite the Black people in the South. In 
Wright's fiction during this period he demonstrates some of 
the advantages of uniting and some of the disadvantages of 
not uniting. If Black people stood together they would be 
able to outdo their oppressors. But, if they did not stand 
together, then the problems of the Black community would 
continue. 
In "Big Boy Leaves Home", the Black community immediately 
comes to the aid of Big Boy and his family once it is known 
that there is trouble. Before a decision is made by Big Boy's 
father, he sends for Brother Sanders, Brother Jenkins, and 
Elder Peters. The men consider different methods of escape 
and eliminate each, one by one. Brother Sanders suggests 
that Big Boy should hide out until the next morning and then 
catch a ride with his son Will to Chicago. The men agree and 
Big Boy leaves town successfully the next morning. Without 
the cooperation of his father's friends and Will's willingness 
to take the chance to help Big Boy, the boy would probably 
have been tarred and feathered just as his friend BoBo. 
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Will made a great sacrifice in hiding Big Boy on his 
truck. If his truck had been stopped and searched, he would 
have been in as much trouble as Big Boy. But Wright is 
showing the kinds of sacrifices that must be made in order 
to survive in the South. An even greater stand of bravery 
is made in "Bright and Morning Star". Sue realizes the 
sacrifices that Johnny-Boy has made to organize the Communist 
Party in his community. When she is tricked into revealing 
the names of the other members she realizes that Booker, the 
man whom she has given the names, must never be allowed to 
reveal them. 
She also knows that by killing Booker she will also be 
killed but is willing to make the sacrifice in order to save 
the lives of the other comrades. Although she and Johnny-Boy 
have differed on matters of religion and integration of the 
members, she sticks by her son whom she knows would never 
want the names of the other comrades revealed to the 
authorities. In her determination to kill Booker, she must 
stand and watch her son being tortured by the town officials 
and finally shot to death. Still she does not give in. 
In "Down By the Riverside" and "Long Black Song", the 
lack of cooperation between Black people works to the dis¬ 
advantage of Mann and Silas, ending in their deaths. In 
"Down By the Riverside" Mann knows that if he goes to the 
hills, away from the flood with the rest of the storm 
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survivors, he will be lynched for the murder of the white man 
whom he killed in self-defense. When there is a chance for 
him to escape, he is afraid that he cannot trust his black 
companions. Mann starts several times to tell Brinkley what 
he has done with the hope that Brinkley will let him escape 
while they are away from the others but he cannot decide 
whether or not he can trust him. He thinks to himself, "He 
ought to tell Brinkley, Ah'm black like he is. He oughta be 
willin to hep me fo he would them."! Afraid to take the 
chance, Mann allows himself to be driven back to the hills 
only to be murdered. As he was being taken away to be 
lynched for what he had done, he passed a group of black 
people who stood helplessly and fearfully by, watching him 
being carried away. 
For a split second he was there among those blunt 
and hazy black faces looking silently and fearfully 
at the white folks take some poor black man away. 
Why don they hep me? Yet he knew that they would 
not and could not help him, even as he in times 
past had not helped other black men being taken by 
the white folks to their death. . . .2 
Whereas Mann could not expect any help from his black 
brothers Silas, in "Fire and Cloud", felt that he had been 
deceived by his own. Silas has tried to be independent of the 
iRichard Wright, "Down By the Riverside", Uncle Tom's 
Children (New York: Harper & Bros., 1938), p. 89. 
2Ibid., p. 97. 
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white man and to provide for his family. Just when he 
thought that he had accomplished something and was ready to 
expand and do even better, his own wife deceived him. As if 
his life had not been hard enough staying clear of the white 
man he was now in trouble because of one of his own. As he 
waits for the mob he knows is coming for him he begins to 
talk "out of his life, out of a deep and final sense that 
now it was all over and nothing could make any difference." 
The white folks ain never gimme a chance! They 
ain never give no black man a chancel There ain 
nothing in yo whole life you kin keep from em! 
They take yo lan! They take yo freedom! They 
take yo women! 'N then they take yo life! . . . 
'N then Ah gits stabbed in the back by mah own 
blood! When mah eyes is on the white folks to 
keep'em from killing me, mah own blood trips me 
up!l 
Silas knew that he had to watch the white folks long and hard 
for survival, but his frustrating defeat came because he 
could not trust his own color to stand by him ... not even 
his wife. 
This same kind of deception is mentioned in Lawd Today. 
Jake and his buddies at the Post Office observe a group of 
black women checking in. They discuss the arrogance of the 
women and their betrayal of Negro men. The white male clerks 
also watch the women and Jake and his friends look on in 
disgust. 
bright, "Long Black Song", Uncle Tom's Children, p. 125. 
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Them pale faces sure look at them women like they 
was bitches, said Jake. 
They got it coming to 'em, said Bob. 
Yeah, let a nigger woman make fifty dollars a 
week and she begins to think she's too good for 
her own race, said Jake. 
Aw, forget 'em, said Al. 
I ain't worrying about 'em, said Jake. But it just 
makes my blood boil to see a nigger woman grinning 
at a white man like they do. And these white men 
around here don't give a good Gawddamn about us. 
We'll just be clerks as long as we stay here, but 
they's got a chance to rise as high as a man can 
go. . . . 
You right about that, said Slim. 
The race ought to stick together, said Bob.-*- 
Reverend Taylor in "Fire and Cloud" experiences what can 
happen when blacks stand together and how hard it is if even 
one stands apart. Reverend Taylor along with Communist 
organizers try to plan a demonstration so that the poor 
people of his town can be given relief that he knows the 
white people downtown can give them. He is supported by his 
wife, son, and congregation. But one man, Deacon Smith, is 
deceiving the whole group by keeping the white folks informed 
of every move. Deacon Smith cannot see beyond his own 
ambitions to take over Taylor's church. He disagrees with 
Taylor on all issues and tries to turn others against him. 
As Taylor agonizes over what to do for his hungry people 
-'-Wright, Lawd Today, p. 144. 
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without upsetting the mayor, he laments the fact that he can¬ 
not count on all of his people to support him: 
'N Lawd, when Ah do try t' do something mah own 
folks won't stan by me, won't stick wid me. 
There's old Deacon Smith a-schemin 'n a-plottin, 
just a-watchin me lika hawk, just a-waitin fer 
mer t' tak mah eyes off the groun sos he kin 
trip me up, sos he kin run t' the white folks 
'n tell 'em Ah'm doing something wrong! A black 
snake in the grass! A black Judas! Thas all he 
is! . . .1 
Taylor is beaten by a gang of white men for conspiring to 
lead a demonstration. The whipping makes his body feel as 
though it is on fire but it also brings to him the answer 
that he has been searching. He tells the people: 
Ah know now! Ah done seen the sign! We's 
gotta git together. Ah know whut yo life is! 
Ah done felt it! It's fire! It's like the 
fire that burned me las night! It's sufferin! 
It's hell! Ah can't bear this fire erlone!2 
Taylor tells his followers that the poor people must fight 
together for what they want, that strength comes only in 
numbers and that "Freedom belongs to the strong!"2 
Through his writing Wright has shown the triumph of black 
people uniting ... Big Boy is able to escape the lynch mob. 
Taylor is successful in obtaining food for poor blacks and 
whites. Sue keeps Booker from revealing the names of the 
IWright, "Fire and Cloud," Uncle Tom's Children, p. 133. 
2lbid., p. 178. 
3lbid., p. 180. 
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other Communists. On the other hand there is certain defeat 
if black people remain apart. Mann has no one to turn to. 
Silas is deceived by his own wife. And, Jake's tomorrows 
only hold for him more of what he has experienced yesterday. 
CHAPTER V 
THE THEME OF BLACK RECRUITING 
Belief in the power of the masses in fighting oppression 
and the exploitative nature of capitalism is derived from 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels' theories concerning Communism 
expressed in "The Communist Manifesto". The Party's ideology 
concerning black nationalism or self-determination and the 
zeroing in on recruiting blacks as members are both Stalinist 
in origin. This chapter will deal with the background of 
Party interest in blacks, some of the problems it faced and 
how these activities are presented in the fiction of Richard 
Wright. 
The Communist Party in the United States began eagerly 
to recruit blacks as a tool for realizing the revolution of 
the proletarian as early as 1920. According to Wilson Record 
Because Negroes were the most exploited group in 
the United States, they were thought to be one 
of the greatest potential resources for the Communist 
program. The Negro, the Party maintained, not only 
would be in the vanguard of the proletarian forces 
at home, but he would also be instrumental in 
awakening and leading the colored races of the rest 
of the world in the struggle to overthrow capitalism.1 
^Record, p. 15. 
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Initially the Party concerned itself mainly with re¬ 
cruiting blacks from the Northern and Eastern sections of 
the country where many had flocked during the first World 
War. 
This provided Negroes an economic and political 
base such as they had not had previously. The 
migrants, experiencing the freedom of a northern 
industrial environment, were losing their fear of 
the white man and were inclined to demand rights 
rather than request privileges.1 
The North and East offered the Party what seemed to be the 
perfect setting for revolutionary agitation. Negroes in the 
South were not as aggressive and therefore were not wooed 
quite as early. 
Before the beginning of the thirties, little work had been 
done in organizing black Southerners into Party membership. 
Record comments that: 
Several factors account in large part for the earlier 
default. First . . . the Communists concentrated 
their organizational efforts among the urban Negroes, 
believing that they would have to have a foothold 
among this more advanced group before making efforts 
to reach their more exploited and backward brethren 
. . . they were also concerned with the development 
of Negro leadership for the revolutionary struggle in 
the colonies and proposed to draw it from the Negroes 
in northern industry . . . the tasks of organizing 
Negroes in the South were much more costly and 
dangerous than elsewhere, and the Party lacked the 
resources and the courage ... to attempt the 
organization of black tenants and sharecroppers into 
a revolutionary movement.2 
1Record, p. 22. 
2Record, p. 37. 
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However, disillusionment with efforts in the North and the 
fact that the masses of blacks still resided in the South 
led the communist organizers to attempt to brave the obstacles 
and invade Dixie. 
In some of his fiction, Richard Wright wrote about the 
Party in relationship to problems of recruiting blacks in 
both the North and South. In Native Son, Bigger Thomas is 
courted by Mary Dalton and her Communist boyfriend, Jan. 
Wright tries to show some of the problems involved when 
whites who try to win the confidence of blacks are too con¬ 
descending. Mary and Jan, unaware of Bigger's true feelings 
about them, try to make him feel that they are his friends. 
But Bigger is amazed at Mary's overly friendly attitude 
towards him and when this amazement shows, Mary tells him: 
Take it easy, Bigger. You'll understand it better 
bye and bye. 
Yessum, he said, trying to smile, but couldn't. 
Isn't there a song like that, a song your people 
sing? 
Like what, mam? 
We'll understand it better bye and bye? 
Oh, yessum.1 
Although she makes Bigger feel human according to his own ad¬ 
mission, he can't figure out why she treats him as she does. 
bright, Native Son, p. 66. 
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His cynicism causes him to believe that she is laughing at 
him because he is black. The more she and Jan try to make 
Bigger feel comfortable, the more uncomfortable he becomes. 
Forever conscious of his black skin, Bigger was being 
constantly reminded that he is different by his companions. 
Mary tells Bigger: 
You know, Bigger, I've long wanted to go into those 
houses, she said, pointing to the tall, dark apart¬ 
ment buildings looming to either side of them, and 
just see how your people live. ... I want to know 
these people. Never in my life have I been inside 
of a Negro home. Yet they must live like we live. 
They're human. . . . There are twelve million of 
them. . . . They live in our country. . . .1 
Each attempt the couple makes to break down the racial 
barrier between Bigger and them only builds it higher. 
Although their intentions are good, the races have been 
separated too long and the world of Mary Dalton and that of 
Bigger Thomas were too alien. 
Jan's desire to be seen publicly with Bigger was charac- 
teristic of Communist strategy during the thirties. To prove 
their sincerity about helping blacks and making them their 
equals, the Communists often placed them in very vital areas. 
This was good for propaganda purposes in recruiting black 
members. Jan and Mary were trying to fight the old taboos 
about blacks and whites socializing, by going to a restaurant 
lWright, Native Son, p. 70. 
2Wright, Native Son, p. 68. 
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with Bigger on the black side of town. It did not occur to 
them that Bigger might have some reservations about being 
seen with them. 
Distrust of organizations of almost any nature was 
typical of many blacks. They had been deceived so often that 
they were careful not to put their faith in any group. Bigger 
was never sure if Jan and Mary were laughing with him or 
laughing at him. His distrust of them evoked a response 
opposite to that they were trying to achieve. Bigger hated 
Jan and Mary for the way they made him feel. He asked himself 
Did not white people despise a black skin? Then why 
was Jan doing this? Why was Mary standing there so 
eagerly, with shining eyes? What could they get out 
of this? Maybe they did not despise him? But they 
made him feel his black skin by just standing there 
looking at him, one holding his hand and the other 
smiling ... he felt that this white man, having 
helped put him down, having helped to deform him, 
held him up now to look at him and be amused. At that 
moment he felt toward Mary and Jan a dumb, cold, and 
inarticulate hate.l 
The problems faced by Party members recruiting blacks in 
the South were of a different kind. There was still the 
skepticism and distrust as seen in the North, but there was 
also another enemy - the white Southern establishment. Ac¬ 
cording to Howe and Coser: 
In the early thirties the party tried, against over¬ 
whelming odds to penetrate the South. Its organizers 
were frequently subjected to physical brutality, and 
^Wright, Native Son, p. 68. 
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some of them, understandably enough, cracked under 
the strain. (During the fall of 1930 the police 
chief of Birmingham, Alabama, threatened that CP 
members would be driven out of town, dead or alive.) 
. . . whatever else may be said about the party 
during the early thirties it would be ungenerous to 
deny that those of its members who went South often 
showed admirable courage.1 
The white Southerners were ready to chase the Communists away 
by any means necessary and the blacks were distrustful out of 
fear more than anything else. 
One medium of reaching the Southern black was through the 
ministers who usually had a great deal of influence on their 
congregations and the black masses in general. Negro 
ministers actively sought to aid in recruiting black members. 
The Party had previously accused black ministers of "mis- 
leadership and betrayal of the race". However, during the 
second half of the 1930's the Party saw fit to join forces 
with these men. 
In "Fire and Cloud", these two aspects of recruiting, 
betrayal of black people by black ministers and violence by 
the white establishment, are the themes. A black minister, 
Reverend Taylor is being encouraged on one hand by the 
Communists to give his full support to a mass demonstration 
seeking food for the poor blacks and poor whites. On the 
other hand, he is being urged by the white officials to dis¬ 
courage his congregation from participating in the march. 
•’■Irving Howe and Lewis Coser, The American Communist 
Party (New York: Praeger, 1957), p. 212. 
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And, in the middle, he is being begged by his congregation 
to do something about the white officials' refusal to give 
relief to their starving families. 
Reverend Taylor had always thought of himself as a success¬ 
ful man. He had thought that because of his position of 
prestige with the blacks that the white mayor had had a certain 
degree of respect for him. He thought he would be able to ask 
for and receive favors of the mayor just as the mayor had, in 
the past received favors from him. 
He had been accused by Deacon Smith of his congregation 
of being a puppet for the white folks but believed in his 
heart that he had done the right thing by his people. He 
later realized that the only reason the mayor had ever done 
anything he had asked was that the mayor wanted to be able to 
use him to get through to his people. When Taylor refuses 
to ask the people to call off the demonstration, he is horse¬ 
whipped by the mayor's men. 
Taylor had found it difficult to cooperate openly with 
the Communists although he believed that they offered the 
only hope for his people to get food. He had refused to 
allow them to use his name on leaflets and to endorse the 
demonstration so that a large crowd would be assured. He had 
been afraid that he would anger his friends downtown and 
would never be able to go to them again. After he had been 
beaten into unconsciousness, he realized that to the white 
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folks downtown he was just like any other black man - hated 
and despised. Taylor later discovered that Hadley and Green, 
two Communist organizers, had been badly beaten and that 
several of the black townspeople had suffered the same abuse. 
He decides to make up for the past by beginning to be his own 
man, by doing what he feels is the right thing to do and not 
what the white man advises him to do. 
"Bright and Morning Star" concerns itself with the very 
essence of Southern brutality. Johnny-Boy is the organizer 
of a Communist organization in his community. He has worked 
long and hard to recruit members both black and white. The 
white sheriff of the town along with some other citizens 
attempts to find out the names of the members so that they 
can destroy them. Johnny-Boy's mother although not completely 
in agreement with Communist ideology, is aware of how much 
the organization means to her son. 
The sheriff trys to pry information from her but she 
refuses to admit anything. Finally, angry because she 
"sassed" him, he beats her. 
Tell me when yah gonna stop talkin! he /the sheriff/ 
said swinging his fist. The blow caught her high on 
the cheek; her eyes went blank; she fell flat on her 
face. She felt the hard heel of his wet shoes coming 
into her temple and stomach . . . pain numbed and 
choked her.-*- 
^Wright, "Bright and Morning Star", Uncle Tom's Children, 
p. 197. 
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But Sue was determined to make these people "feel that she had 
taken all they had done to her in stride and could still 
take more."-*- Before the night was over, a stream of almost 
incredible events had taken place. Sue is tricked into re¬ 
vealing the names of the members by Booker, an informer for 
the sheriff. Realizing that she has been deceived, Sue 
decides to kill Booker before he can reveal the names. While 
waiting for Booker to appear, she watches her son being 
tortured by the sheriff and townspeople. When Booker appears, 
she shoots him. Then she and her son are shot, also. 
Sue and Johnny-Boy willingly sacrificed their lives for 
the other members of the Party. They knew that if the names 
were revealed the members would be killed. As Southern black 
people, they were well aware of the consequences of dissent. 
Iwright, "Bright and Morning Star", Uncle Tom's Children, 
p. 197. 
SUMMARY 
In his search for a better way of life, Richard Wright 
became interested in the ideologies proposed by the Communist 
Party of the United States. Although Wright only belonged to 
the Party for ten years, his life remained spotted with 
incidents that reflected the influence of communist doctrine. 
In the fiction that was written during the time he spent with 
the Party and later published, there are very explicit 
examples of Marxist ideas and Stalinist tactics expounded. 
Most of Wright's published works written during the 
1930's were illustrative of the Marxist idea that capitalism 
exploits the masses of people. Wright attempts to show this 
through stories dealing with racial prejudice, poverty, 
ignorance, and violence. At times the frustrations of the 
victims are inner-directed and at other times these frustra¬ 
tions are outer-directed. All of the works deal with people 
from the lower strata of the American class structure, who 
are greatly impoverished. All of the characters are of a 
very low educational level, and all suffer from the constant 
fear of racial abuse. Except for "The Man Who Saw the Flood", 
the stories all contain some form of violence. Most of the 
violence is welded by the oppressors against the oppressed or 
as in Native Son and Lawd Today, it is by the oppressed 
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towards their peers. Wright elucidates the problems and 
frustrations experienced by the victims of the capitalistic 
system. 
During the 1930's the Party was attempting to unify the 
black masses so that they could aid in the revolution of 
the proletariat. Wright's attitude about black unity seems 
definite. From his writings he shows that a lot of the problems 
of the black community could be alleviated if blacks could 
depend on each other. However, if blacks stand in opposition 
to one another, then their oppressors will continue to hold 
the upper hand. 
Although Wright seems to consider the unity of black 
people as a primary essential for survival, he also admits 
that there are some whites who can be trusted and that there 
is a need for poor blacks and poor whites to unite. The 
tendency for blacks to be cautious of the white race Wright 
justifies but there are a few whites who sincerely support 
the black cause. In the case of Wright's fiction, all of 
these whites are members of or interested in the Communist 
Party. 
During the 1930's the Communists devised several methods 
of recruiting blacks - some good and some bad. Although the 
workers were, in most cases sincere, the tendency of some 
members to be condescending to blacks was quite prevalent. 
Often Party members were not conscious of how to reach the 
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blacks and were not aware of the actual feelings of blacks 
towards them. In the South, Party members often were victims 
of brutality by the white establishment and distrusted by 
the blacks they sought to recruit. 
The literature, too, was itself a technique of recruiting. 
The writers were expected to appeal to the public by showing 
the suffering of the masses in their work. They were to 
incorporate propaganda techniques that would rally the masses 
to their cause. Members of the Party were to be depicted in 
light of their contributions to the working man and the 
oppressed. Although Wright attempts to present Party members 
realistically as human beings with human faults, he neverthe¬ 
less gives to them the role of unrelenting supporters of 
Negro rights. This is true of Max as Bigger Thomas' lawyer, 
Jan who forgives Bigger even though he has brutally murdered 
his friend, and Hadley who fights for the Negro cause in the 
South risking his own life in the meantime. 
In 1928, the Communist Party began a program of self- 
determination for black people. According to this theory the 
black people of America were discriminated against because 
they were black and as such deserved to set up a government 
of their own in the Southern section of the country. Although 
Wright did not mention such a scheme in his work with any 
definite ideas about the probable chances for such a system 
working or failing, there are sections that deal with black 
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people controlling their own destiny. 
Wright left the Party in 1942 after ten years of member¬ 
ship. Although he speaks of the Party as a past commitment 
in "I Tried to Be a Communist", he continued to show signs 
of Party influences for the remainder of his life. In the 
article called "The American Negro In France" published in 
1951, Wright laments the negative effect that the American 
dollar and the large industrial giants have had on France's 
attitude toward blacks.1 James Baldwin tells of Wright's 
attempt to do something about the American Negroes in Paris : 
He wanted to do something to protect the rights of 
American Negroes in Paris; to form, in effect, a kind 
of pressure group which would force American govern¬ 
ment offices, to hire Negroes on a proportional basis.^ 
Then too, Wright's excitement upon learning that twenty- 
nine nations would meet in Bandung indicates the old feelings 
of the Communist of uniting the oppressed. He recalled that 
all of the countries had once been under the domination of 
Western civilization. Here, was what the Communists had 
predicted long ago - the natural tendency of the oppressed 
to unite: 
The despised, the insulted, the hurt, the dispossessed - 
in short, the underdogs of the human race were meeting. 
1Richard Wright, "American Negroes in France," Crises, 
58 (June, 1951), 381-383. 
2James Baldwin, "Alas, Poor Richard," in Nobody Knows 
My Name (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1961), p. 163. 
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Here were class and racial and religious consciousness 
on a global scale. Who had thought of organizing such 
a meeting? And what had these nations in common? 
Nothing, it seemed . . . but what their past relation¬ 
ship to the Western world had made them feel. This 
meeting of the rejected was in itself a kind of 
judgement upon the Western world.1 
Wright's preoccupation with Communist thought indicated 
by the fiction he wrote combined with his clinging to these 
feelings later in life support the theory that his interest 
in the common people was not just temporary. 
lRichard Wright, The Color Curtain (New York: World 
Publishing Co., 1956), p. 12 
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